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Porter cable guide bushing set

Introducing the Router Bushing Kit by POWERTEC, this dedicated Router Bushing Set contains a comprehensive discrimination of instructions to optimize your route usage. We've also included instructions for routing hinges and streamlined interlocking projects and two locknuts for easy installation, safe on router subbases with 1-3/16 center hold. The kit includes 7 premium
bushes and 2 required nut locks.  No need to go to the store for a different size guide. You'll already have it in this handy set. Save time and hassle and increase wood performance and satisfaction with this necessary kit. It is the best gift to make a woodwork or DIY favorite smile. Use it in a woodworking shop or for the perfect route application at the jobsite to enjoy the beautiful
wooden installations you can create when you have this precision bushing set off at hand. Get added benefits with this premium set and value, including: 9-piece Router Template Guide Bush Kit with (7) Bush Guide, (2) Nut Lock and Handbag GUIDE SIZES: 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 5/8, 51/64 and 3/4 Bush (general management, application, routing, line hinges, collision and solder
with support) Main function: Offer an assortment of router bushing designed to accommodate a variety of popular route-compatible programs: designed with porter style bushing lines, this series works smoothly with most 1-3/16 diameter sub-base center hole routers - as well as popular styles from artisans, DeWalt, Bosch, Milwau and convenient storage: equipped with plastic,
rough blowing molds, cases with ergonomic design with padded pattern. The internal compact foam is designed to accommodate each brass component for easy storage and secure transport functions, allowing the router to operate with a variety of templates and jigs - allowing for safe bits and aligned and up with templates or home-made fences. - For perfect route path, top
quality precision effect The lathe brass structure ensures durable, durable and long-lasting performance - professional build rack with good fit and versatile finish, this good bush guide kit is compatible with 1-3/16 DIA center-hole-style sub-base routers - such as Porter Cables, DeWalt and Makita models - and fits the machine designed with porter-cable template adapters. -
Durable handle features for easy transfer-holding useful cases allow for more efficient and organized flow warnings: This product can show you chemicals including lead, which is known in California to cause cancer and birth defects. For more information, visit www.P65Warnings.ca.gov © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or a Porter-Cable 9-piece Bushing guide set up a good guide
bushing setting as important as ever, both for traditional styles and for a variety of new ones. These Porter Cable bushings are genuine articles, American made with 3yr warranty, Porter-Cable design has become often copied unofficially industry standards, and they fit all brands of router bases or router plate rings with recessed 1-3/16 hole centers. This kit consists of 7 steel
manual bushings in popular size plus two locking rings, all packed in mounting boxes with indexed bushings on the lid for easy identification. Included manuals 42024, 42033, 42036 and 42045 for general use routing 42042 support hinges, collision paths, Guides 42027 and 42057 reinforced bushes according to the lizard jig. dovetail # I.D. ความยาว O.D. 42054 1/4 (6.4 มม.) 5/16
(7.9 มม.) 5/32 (3.9 มม.) 42036 9/32 (7.1 มม.) 3/8 (100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 9.5mm) 5/16(7.9mm) 42027 11/32(8.7mm) 7/16(11.1mm) 5/32(3.9mm) 42033 13/32(10.3mm) 1/2 (2 12.7mm)
5/16(7.9mm) 42045 17/32(13.5mm) 5/8(15.9mm) 9/16(14.3mm) 4202421/32 (16.3mm) 7mm) 3/4( 19.1mm) 9/16 ( 14.3mm) 420425/8( 15.9mm) 51/64( 20.2mm) 9/16( 14.3mm) ที่ทําในประเทศสหรัฐอเมริกาของ ชุดคูมือแมแบบ 9 ชิน้ Porter-Cable 42000 เปนชุดที่สมบูรณแบบ The kit consists of manual templates 42027 and 42057 for splicing; This innovative set is made of high-
precision lathe steel and is compatible with Porter-Cable, DEWALT, and routers, as well as other devices built with template guide adapters. There are a number of template guides to support a variety of user path guides, including 42024, 42033, 42036 and 42045 for general use, Route 42042 supports 42027 and 42057 butt hinges. Easy to use and a great way to save time. This
kit contains 42027 manual templates to complement interlocking applications; This innovative series is made of precision steel. Our 11-piece template guide set will work with any template. Perfect for ladder layout and hinge paths, soldering and craft/hobby work. Also from Rockler, a manual Bush Router sheet (sold separately). Inexpensive and designed with the highest utility in
mind, this router pad has a zero opening of 1-1/4 to accept bushings instructions and rings of holes installed outside the various formats to provide attachments to the most popular routers. Six additional holes are spread across the center to provide escape for the debris route (7)template guide (1) 1/4 and 1/2 bit rod in the middle, custom (2) nut lock (1) storage case, more
information, Rockler brand weight 1.55, technical template guide: 1/4 (inside) x 5/16 (external) 9/32 (inside) x 3/8(inside) 11/1 32 (Inside) x 7/16 (External) 13/32 (Inside) x 1/2 (External) 17/32 (Inside) x 5/8 (External) 21/32 (Internal) x 3/4 (External) 5/8 (Internal) x 51/64 (Outside) Recommended Bush Type
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